
User engagement in social
 media 



Which media shape peoples opinions and
 decisions 



Users changing the
 landscape 



Some Megatrends... 

From consumers to users From ads to content 

From broadcasting to narrowcasting 



The changing control 



....a fundamental shift 



From passive media consumption... 



...to active media participation 



Millions of 
destinations... 



How do brands navigate and get attention? 



The Distributed Marketing Model 

The Content IS the Destination 
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The Social Tools 

SOCIAL MEDIA: “Online applications, platforms and media that allow users to 
interact, connect and contribute. Social Media orientates the development of the 

Internet in the hands of consumers” 



Engagement through content 



How do you get their attention? 

By delivering content that is worth spending time
 on 



In the right context... 
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The cornerstones  
i.) Filter: Consumers will only send to 
friends/family that it has a relevance to 
(natural targetting) 

ii.) Distribute: Distribution will happen 
from mailbox-to-mailbox, but also from 
site-to-site 

iii.) Comment: They will create a 24/7 
online focus group that keep you on top 
of what get’s them to click/chat/blog and 
talk 

iv.) Advocate: They will be your most 
important ’influencers’ and advocate in 
their peer-groups and social networks

The user response 



What does engagement look like? 
A selection of user comments including deeplink to comment.  

In general people really like the videos,
 many comments are directly about the
 videos and how funny and cool they are,
 where other comments are more
 concentrated  on whether people like the
 game or not. It is very positive that the
 content leads to a discussion about the
 product and not only about the films.  

The following pages show a few examples of
 the many different user comments. 



What does engagement look like? 

•  Comments 
•  Ratings 
•  Favourites 
•  Video responses 
•  Sharing 

Sites reached  

View to end rates 



Nicomarket 



Engaging video content 



Launched in thousands of channels 

Channels reached 



Creating a lot of views & engagement 
User actions 

Views in total 
Views per country 



Summary 



Why follow the consumer? 

•  Branded content is relevant
 & engaging 

•  CTR, View-through and
 participation are extremely high 

•  It generates brand engagement
 through user conversation and
 discussion 

•  Conversations are the way to
 influencing audience behaviour  

..Because we have very little choice  
in an increasingly cluttered media landscape... 

http://drerimix.blogspot.com/2008/06/battlefield-bad-company.html 

A comment from a user
 who is inspired to buy
 the new game after
 watching Snake Eyes
 viral trailer.... 
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